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In an office at night
after Burgin (1986), after Hopper (1940)

Victor Burgin’s series Office at Night from 1986 takes the relationship between a boss 
(male) and a (or: his?) secretary (female) as its starting point. Burgin’s initial interest for 
the series lay in an inversion of the woman in Hopper’s painting from being an object of 
sexual curiosity to become the subject of curiosity: ‘to transform showing into knowing, 
exhibitionism into epistemophilia’ (Burgin referenced in The Exposure Project 2008). His 
strategy is simple and powerful: an inversion of the subject/object relationship inside the 
picture plane and thus a shift in the identification of the viewer from the male to the female, 
a shift in the interaction between viewer and viewed upon.
The subject in Burgin’s photographs is stilled, unmoved and also does not show much in 
terms of facial expressions but instead seems focused on, taken in, by her doing. Looking 
at her, I am intrigued that as much as I appreciate Burgin’s intent about her pursuing her 
curiosity; could she not also simply fulfil her duties? There is nothing too obvious that tells 
me that she has autonomy over her actions (let alone that these acts are filled with 
epistemophilia — an (excessive) desire for knowledge). I wonder if this is due to the 
stillness of her pose, she seems almost caught in thought, more than anything else. There 
is an uncertain relationship between her in the frame and me, as viewer, watching her. 
Almost if I wanted to encourage her: go on, figure it out. All the while, she remains still, 
static; I have the sense that Burgin as author is still in almost complete control over her 
and me as viewer.
A couple of conversations recently had piqued my interest as to re-staging this series. This 
happens in the context of my going to have for the first time in a number of years a desk 
space (shared) in an academic institution. It also happens in the context of my departure 
from that institution a number of years ago due to work conditions and the absence of 
desire to pursue that type of work in that kind of intensity. And yet, there is obviously 
something epistemophilic that entices me back.
So, there are two lines that relate the office as a workspace and night-time work:

(a) due to several rounds of restructuring, there are no longer any secretaries: 
secretarial work is increasingly part of knowledge work;

(b) the conflation – or in fact, possibly: the demand – to equate work and desire in an 
academic workplace: that work is not merely a job but a vocation; something that 
ought to be prioritised over most (all) else.

I realise that these lines at points overlap (e.g., what happens to Burgin’s notion of sexual 
desire not being contained in the family but overspilling, if the hierarchy implied in the 
painting is no longer enacted) but also raise potentially quite different inquiries 
(questioning the conflation may empty out the libidinous from the workplace; does 
tiredness and overwork in fact quell desire?) .
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In staging the scene of the office and its activities I am also interested in another form of 
update: I am interested in questioning the relationship between Burgin, the (his? 
Hopper’s?) secretary, and myself. More generally, I am interested in exploring the 
relationship between author, subject and viewer. This takes its cue from Burgin’s intent of  
making the secretary a subject rather than object, but also refers to John Heartfield’s 
montage’s in relation to how they understand their role and the relationship to an 
audience, reader, discussant. Kriebel (2009, 59) early on in her discussion of Heartfield 
notes how the ‘viewer is as integral as photography and scissors to his political weaponry’.  
It is for her a ‘sutured illusionism’ that enables a ‘binding of the viewer into the image 
through various psychological and corporeal tactics while violating suture through cognitive 
disjunction, wordplay, parody, and direct address’ (ibid, 69). Furthermore, in this montage 
operates in an ‘insistent seamlessness...as an allusion to the illusions, asking the beholder 
to indulge in their fictions while undermining them through incongruity, distortion, and 
wordplay’ (ibid, 74). The work conducted for this assignment does not take a political 
stance in a manner of Heartfield (or indeed like e.g. kennardphillipps [2013] do in their 
work), yet: it is is similarly to Heartfield interested in exploring the ideological construction 
of one’s relationship to the world (here: work/desire), and also to explore the form of 
debate, interaction that takes place within the picture plane and in relation to it.
The stillness of Burgin’s images along with the monochrome underlines his analytical 
focus on individual elements of Hopper’s painting. In simplification he is able to focus in 
and let expand single elements.
If overwork, precarity and overwhelm are a characteristic of academic workers (or 
knowledge workers in general), I would like to use this to re-stage the series by working 
with a different means of intensification: to condense the picture plane, the tasks and the 
spaces in which these happen by adding to, colouring in and trying different forms of visual 
overload (also possibly adding movement blur or fogging of an analog film). 
Lister (2013, 7) discusses transience as key characteristic of networked images, and the 
circumstance that contemporary photography and photographic theory still struggles to 
consider transience adequately to enable a full understanding of contemporary networked 
images. For him, an assumption underpins much of current photographic theory which 
resides on ‘framed, fixed and stable images viewed (or “read”) by equally centred and 
motivated viewers’. 
This argument remains latent in this assignment, and yet I feel it is significant and worth 
exploring further: such transience in both photography and photographic theory in fact 
seems to be a mirroring process to workplace intensification, the blurring of spaces and 
times of work/non-work. The process of taking images was fairly close in the spirit of such 
transience; the assembly of the manual montages is also referencing such transience as 
method. Yet, most notably the digital images require a sustained viewing. In fact, how does 
such transience relate to the Heartfield’s sutured illusionism discussed earlier?
Colour/ hue and lighting are significant in this: I would like to reference Hopper by going 
back to his palette and to employ a low-keyed image (rather than his brightly lit scene): 
shadows are cast within the image and the corners and edges to remain uncertain, 
unbounded.
I am also interested in including the viewer/ photographer alongside the subject. This 
would enable me to address and hopefully overcome how Burgin’s staging still maintains, 
to a certain extent, the woman as the other in his series - to me, this is perhaps the 
strongest marker of Burgin’s series being of a particular time and its photographic 
traditions but also particular workplaces; bringing this into the present time, would 
necessarily work on this relationship and context.
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For the purposes of image construction I am also interested in – rather than staging as a 
tableau – producing the image as documentary evidence, as the outcome of a 
conversation about the office at night in the office at night. Here, the images can be jointly 
produced, e.g. by passing the camera back and forth, or by taking the two conversationists 
as the centre from which the surrounding is photographed.
In some sense, this methodology tries to pull the context into the photographic image 
(rather than including it through the use of pictograms) as Burgin’s original series did.

Victor Burgin 1986 from series Office at 
Night

In the triptych, the context is placed next 
to but outside the photograph and a 
colour field; in my own series the 
context spills in and the edges blur out: 
all folded into the picture plane. In terms 
of the final work, I initially thought of a 
diptych, perhaps even overlayed to 
some extent, or placed side by side. To 
me it seems that the separation and 
positioning in a specific time/place that 
the colour panel achieves in Burgin’s 
work is no longer a contemporary form 

of separation, of keeping apart, but instead, the rubbing up against or bleeding/ blurring 
into may be more appropriate. My thinking changed to a single image, yet with altered 
edges: different ratios in the digital montages, the overspilling and repositioning of the 
manual ones.

Methodology

Following a pilot in my own office (see link), I arranged for a conversation with a colleague 
in her office in the early evening. I took three cameras - iphone 4s, Minolta Minox, Lumix G 
plus my tripod. I had been in her office before, had a sense of location and various light 
sources.
The Minox was to function as a Hopperesque source for tone and hue, a Kodak 400 colour 
film inside; the iphone acted as the ‘method interface’ between Burgin’s secretary and 
ourselves, without secretaries; the Lumix G was a back-up to compose stills in a more 
deliberate setting.
I also took an audio recorder with me; each camera clicked is thus traceable to particular 
sentences that we spoke.
I composed contact sheets for the iphone and scanned the Minox negs with a Hasselblad 
scanner at Streetlevel Photoworks; I also printed out all the images created during this 
conversation to place alongside each other. 
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Timeline (paired) of images taken in Office at Night, 17 November 2015

For the manual montage I discovered that the simple technique of repositioning the 6x4 
prints (glossy, finger-marked) was allowing for a form of flexibility and fluidity that is also a 
characteristic of the contemporary office at night: it can be anywhere, on this occasion on 
a winter evening in my local coffee shop. Placing the print and new photos edge in the 
same place enables a dislocation, as does the marble table top. The inspiration for this 
process came from the Thomas Demand show The Dailies at the Common Guild - see 
blog entry here - and how he had worked with the wallpaper within the model and the 
gallery space.
The manual montages are fleeting, they also make the labour that has gone into them very 
obvious: they are placed, replaced and their edges show.
The digital montages are different: in these, I wanted to push the idea of overwhelming, 
spilling over of demands in an unbounded office, while at the same time referencing back 
the aesthetic form of Hopper as some sort of nostalgia. I had earlier experimented with 
Helen Sear’s form of montage that employs a mediating middle-layer to govern the 
underlying layers visibility and, while still fascinated by attributing such a methodological 
role to one layer, I have not found a satisfying way of introducing this to my current project 
(see link to blog post here).  The digital montages instead employ more of the sutured 
illusionism described by Kriebel (2009).
In an office at night: digital 1
Entirely made up of Minox images (i.e. images that I took just by myself); processed and 
then scanned with a Hasselblad scanner; processing of digital file, then layering; the 
layering is fairly seamless and discrete, i.e. that the image is constructed isn’t immediately 
obvious; it doubles and rescales: my colleague, myself, the desk, the filing cabinet, these 
are merging into each other fairly fluidly. The space outside is referenced through the 
window, yet mainly serves to refer back to the inside.
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In an office at night: digital 2
Digital 1 does not contain any of the images that we took jointly on the iphone, so it 
actually does not contain the process that I had identified as key; this was mainly what led 
me to produce the second image; the interest is similar: to show relationality, the layering 
of author – subject – viewer within the picture plane; even more so than in digital 1 I 
altered scale. The iphone jpgs are much flatter in hue than the Minox scans, I altered the 
background to reference again Hopper’s palette (changing gamma in exposure); relatively 
late I chose to add another layer of outside to it by rephotographing the screen with my 
hand in the foreground. I had first done so with the iphone camera; the hand gesture didn’t 
work satisfactorily so I had restaged this with the Lumix, mirroring my hand movements 
within the image. From the various photos and light settings I chose one that shows 
movement of the hands, keeps the values of the screen close to the original. I altered 
these in a number of ways: added highlight and exposure to the hands/ arms and the top 
of the shelf above the screen; I also increased saturation and exposure to the upper arm; 
this area shows a lot of noise, which my alterations further emphasised. My intention is to 
invert the sensation of near and far: sharpness now increases from the right to the left, the 
furthered figure is the sharpest; painterly qualities are referenced in front of the screen as 
well as in the wall space in the far background of the image itself. 
Both image include a small image of my colleague at her desk, in different treatment: in 
digital 1 this is slightly dulled, in digital 2 it is rendered painterly. This small image 
references office work in its traditional form (and also Hopper’s original painting).
Both images are non-standard ratios: the 35-mm based one is expanded on the horizontal, 
digital 2 is (slightly) shortened on the horizontal. I have a sense that this also alludes to the  
compression/ expansion of the subject matter.

— There is much in this series and project for me, and this first assignment has covered 
some useful ground as to the reasons for montaging and how to go about it; but also: 
rescaling, repositing/ rephotographing and thus starting to both fold context into the picture 
plane and let the picture plane bleed out into the context. In this sense, I can see this final 
images of this assignment changing further between now and assessment time.
Initially I was uncertain about the sequence detailed in the assignment instructions: 
whether individual images were part of the assignment too. I proceeded to identify a few 
images that would, as such, also be part of this series. Upon re-reading I understand the 
assignment consisting of a few manual montages and one digital one; I have now not 
included these in the submission but include a link to a blog post which shows the most 
successful individual ones.
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Key learning log entries relevant to this assignment

Exercise 1_2 final image as pilot for the assignment: https://
digitalimageandculturegh.wordpress.com/2015/12/09/1_2-through-a-digital-lens-final-
image/
First plan and outline for Ex 1_2/ Assignment 1: https://
digitalimageandculturegh.wordpress.com/2015/11/09/e-1_2-through-a-digital-lens-burgins-
office-at-night/
Exhibition Visit Thomas Demand: https://digitalimageandculturegh.wordpress.com/
2015/12/30/thomas-demands-the-dailies-visit/
Exibition Visit kennardphillipps: https://digitalimageandculturegh.wordpress.com/
2015/11/30/kennardphillipps-here-comes-everybody-visit/
Notes on Helen Sears: https://digitalimageandculturegh.wordpress.com/2015/09/26/r-
helen-sears-the-rest-is-smoke-2015-inside-the-view-2004-8-beyond-the-view-2005-6/
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